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Abstract— This study is about the affect of google searches 

or internet on our intelligence i.e our brains. The effect of the 

internet over numerous parts of current society is clear. 

However, its impact on our brain structure and functioning 

continues a central research subject. In these research we uses 

an psychological, psychiatric and neuroimaging to examine 

several main hypotheses on how we can change our cognition 

through the Internet. In these, we discuss about how the 

different aspect of the online world changes our attention 

capacity, memory processing, social cognition. Overall, the 

proof available shows that in each of these fields of cognition, 

the Internet can generate both acute and continuous 

alterations, which can be dismissed in brain modifications. 

An evolving priority for future studies, however, is to 

determine the impacts of comprehensive internet media use 

on youth cognitive development and how this can vary from 

cognitive results. We conclude by examining these research 

that how internet affect the societies cognition and brain.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet has turned into an extraordinary or we pointed 

that most noteworthy instrument for learning. These internet 

is completely changes our way of living. We can search the 

information whatever we want, we can stream a video we can 

play an online games, etc. As the continuous changing of 

technology With the introduction of smartphones even more 

latest, Internet access has become portable and omnipresent 

to the point where the people of the developed world can be 

considered online [3-18] However these advancement in 

technology, do they affect our brain function? What is the 

affect of internet on our intelligence? 

A survey was conducted by an A. Venkatesh he 

stated in his article about that survey is that all techniques 

have some type of effect on entertainment and family 

interaction, such as characteristics and behaviour. [1] 

Different situations have been noted to cause long-term 

modifications in human brain neuronal architecture, 

including the acquisition of second language [18] Cole 

evaluated the necessity for the web as a thought medium that 

will quickly be as widespread as tv, though the pace of its 

broadcast seems to be a lot of faster. Kraut et. Al[20] 

conducted a longitudinal study of {the results|the 

consequences|the results} of the web on social involvement 

and psychological effect of the web, bated community at 

intervals the family, bated native social network, lethargy and 

depressions. in an exceedingly report of SIQSS, N. Nie[16] 

has sustained the negative consequences of the web. Hun and 

Katz et. al.[20] has shown that the web incorporates a 

negative result on society. Alongside neuroplastic systems, 

other natural and organic elements can likewise cause 

changes in the cerebrum's structure and capacity, bringing 

about intellectual decline [13]. In maturing tests, for example, 

there is proof to show that age‐related intellectual decrease 

might be somewhat driven by a procedure of decay. A few 

examinations have demonstrated that receiving a less 

captivating way of life over the life expectancy may quicken 

loss of subjective function[12], 

The findings, published in the Science magazine, 

indicate that because of our "confidence" in finding them 

online, the way our brain "saves" different information has 

altered considerably. Researchers argue that the Internet has 

now become a dominant type of transactive memory–

memories that are "outside" our minds, but we understand 

where and how to access them. This function had previously 

belonged to comics. The Internet today displays an even 

stronger presence in our life. 

II. COGNITIVE EFFECTS OF THE INTERNET CATCHING 

ATTENTION 

The Internet's unprecedented potential to capture our 

attention is a pressing need to understand the effect this can 

have on our procedures of thinking and well-being. Education 

suppliers are already starting to perceive negative impacts of 

the Internet on the attention of children, with more than 85% 

of educators endorsing the declaration that "readily distracted 

generation is being created by today's digital 

technologies"[19]. The main hypothesis about how the 

Internet impacts our attention capacity is through hyperlinks, 

notifications, and prompts to provide an unlimited stream of 

distinct types of digital media, thus encouraging us to 

communicate simultaneously with various inputs, but only at 

a shallow stage, in a behavioral pattern called "multi-tasking 

media"[17-14]. Further empirical studies have led in the 

growing concern about the increasing quantity of multi-task 

media with the spread of omnipresent Internet access. These 

have produced brainstorming, some failing to address any 

adverse e-objects on attention [21], and others indicating that 

multi-tasking media may even be associated with increased 

performance for other aspects of cognition, such as 

multisensory integration [15]. The ceaseless utilization of 

innovation, particularly with regards to PCs has essentially 

diminished one's capacity of creative mind and 

innovativeness and in this manner thusly, an individual's 

mental aptitude has been influenced in a negative way. At the 

point when everything is being given as layouts and pre-

planned examples, it diminishes an individual's very own 

capacity to think, envision and make. For understudies, it's 

hard to keep creativity in their work. Access to insightful and 

research work is only a click way and it has hampered one's 

capacity to research and make. 

III. HOW DOES THE ORDINARY COGNITION COMMUNICATE 

WITH A SUPERNORMAL STIMULUS? 

Unfortunately, the fast techniques of acquiring data and the 

steady accessibility of the Internet may not necessarily lead 

to better use of the data obtained. For ex, an experimental 

study [6] found that individuals instructed to search for 

specific information online completed the task of collecting 

information more quickly than those using printed 

encyclopedia, but subsequently were less able to accurately 
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recall the information. Functional magnetic resonance 

imaging was used to examine activation in the ventral and 

dorsal streams during Internet and encyclopedia information 

gathering activities. Because of their specified positions in 

storing either the particular content (ventral stream) or 

internal place (dorsal stream) of incoming information [6], 

these areas are referred to as the "what" and "where" streams 

respectively. 

IV. THE INTERNET WORLD OF HUMAN SOCIALITY 

Cyber Harassing–According to a study distributed by 

PewCenter.org, the majority of young people have advanced 

in the past to become digital bullfighting victims. Since 

anyone can create a fake record and do anything without 

being tailed, spoken on the internet has ended up being 

extraordinarily simple. Dangers, terrorizing emails and pieces 

of gossip can be sent to the majority to cause overall public 

inconvenience and uproar. Social relationships and a sense of 

attachment are significant determinants of happiness and 

relief from stress [8-23] mental and physical well-being[26], 

and even death65. Over the previous century, the percentage 

of an individual's internet social interactions within social 

networking locations (e.g., Facebook, Instagram, Twitter) has 

risen dramatically [7-9] and our link to these locations is now 

closely linked to the offine globe. Our motivations to use 

social media are widely comparable to the instinctual wishes 

that underlie "true world" social relationships, as individuals 

are attracted to internet sociality to exchange data and 

thoughts, as well as to gain social support and friendships 

[22]. 

V. SOCIAL COGNITIVE REACTIONS TO THE SOCIAL WORLD 

ONLINE 

Given the above evidence, a "new playing field for the same 

game" could be a suitable metaphor for the relationship 

between online and real-world sociality. Even beyond the 

basic structure, emerging research suggests that 

neurocognitive responses to online social events are similar 

to real-life interactions. For example, being rejected online 

has been appeared to build action in mind districts firmly 

connected with social cognizance furthermore, real‐world 

dismissal (average prefrontal cortex [10] in the two grown-

ups and kids [2-5]. Notwithstanding, inside "a similar old 

game" of human sociality, online web based life is bowing a 

few of the guidelines – possibly to the detriment of clients. 

Another procedure normal to human social conduct in both 

on the web and onine universes is the propensity to make 

upward social comparisons [4-24]. While these can be 

versatile and advantageous under standard ecological 

conditions [24], this verifiable intellectual procedure can 

likewise be commandeered by the counterfeit natural made 

via web-based networking media [11-24], which exhibits 

hyper‐successful people always putting their best foot 

forward, and even utilizing advanced control of pictures to 

swell physical appeal. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

As the innovation is building up, the electronic person to 

person communication has transformed into the daily practice 

for each and every person, individuals; bunches are seen 

subordinate with this innovation reliably. Web based systems 

administration has extended the quality and pace of 

composed exertion for students.[25]Business utilizes web 

based systems administration to overhaul an associations 

execution in various courses, for instance, to satisfy business 

objectives, growing yearly ideas of the association. 

Adolescents are found in contact with these media 

consistently. Inside this, it appears to be especially significant 

that future research decides the effect of the Internet on us all 

through various focuses in the life expectancy. For example, 

the Internet's advanced diversions and supernormal capacities 

with regards to psychological offloading appear to make a 

non‐ideal situation for the refinement of higher psychological 

capacities in basic times of kids and teenagers' mental health. 

In any case, as Internet‐based advances become all the more 

profoundly incorporated with our everyday intellectual 

preparing (through cell phones, wearables, and so on.), 

advanced locals could practically create types of "online 

insight" in the maturing mind, whereby more established 

grown-ups can progressively exploit web‐based trans active 

memory and other rising on the web procedures to satisfy (or 

even surpass) the run of the mill limits of a more youthful 

brain. 
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